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Stylish
Genesis Series® Emergency Signals



The award-winning Genesis line of products 
represents the rebirth of emergency 

signals with looks, features, and performance 
benefits designed with your project in mind. 
Wall strobes, horns, and chimes about the 
size of a deck of playing cards offer a discreet 
alternative to bulky devices, while speakers and 
ceiling models with clean modern lines blend 
inconspicuously with their surroundings.

Signaling on-demand
Though designed for discretion, Genesis signals 
are also engineered to command attention. 
Wall-penetrating low frequency output and 
patented FullLight strobe technology immerse 
the protected area with levels of light and sound 
that simply can’t be ignored, while meeting the 
latest standards for sleeping areas and locations 
with high ambient sound.

Genesis brings on-demand signaling to 
every application with an unparalleled range of 
field-configurable options: horns and chimes 
with high/low dB output settings; speakers with 
multiple wattage tap and voltage selections; 
and strobes with selectable candela output and 

Genesis wall and ceiling signals may be 
ordered with optional ”FIRE” or "ALERT" 
markings. Models are available with 
housings in fire alarm red or architectur-
ally pleasing white.

Optional trim plates for wall horns, chimes, 
and strobes are ideal for covering openings 
left behind during retrofits; red or white 
models are available with or without “FIRE” 
marking.

Genesis output levels are changed by 
simply opening the device and sliding the 
selectors to the desired settings. Settings 
remain visible through small windows on 
the device even after the cover is closed.
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Model of discretion: 
Slim and discreet, 
Genesis horn-strobes 
complement any 
decor (shown 
actual size).



flash rate – options that put you in the driver’s 
seat when time is short, budgets slim, and 
manpower at a premium. It also means fewer 
parts to stock, less inventory to worry about, 
and the flexibility to meet changing demands – 
on the fly – without having to reinstall equipment 
or order more parts!

Innovative features
The Genesis G4E Strobe 
Expander offers both Mass 
Notification and Life Safety 
System notification capabilities 
by providing a separate, 

independently-controlled strobe that fits readily 
behind a Genesis speaker or speaker-strobe.

Application flexibility
Whether you’re designing for a new landmark 
structure, or simply retrofitting a local strip mall, 
competitively-priced Genesis signals bring value, 
good looks, and installation flexibility to every 
application. Contact EDWARDS today to learn 
how your signal solutions can be the model of 
discretion.

EDWARDS fire alarm control panels and 
booster power supplies feature built-in 
precision synchronization for Genesis 
strobes, speaker-strobes, chime-strobes, 
and horn-strobes.

Genesis speakers, horns, and strobes with 
amber lenses and optional “ALERT” letter-
ing are ideal for applications that require 
differentiation between fire alarm and mass 
notification alerts.

Genesis low frequency appliances 
feature distinctive 520 Hz sound 
output that meets the latest NFPA 
720 requirements for certain sleeping 
areas.

Strobes
• Selectable 15-177 candela output
• Fixed 15/75 candela models available
• Selectable temporal flash for private mode signaling
• Precision synchronization
• Wall models: strobe, horn-strobe (shown),  

speaker-strobe, chime-strobe
• Ceiling models: strobe, horn-strobe, speaker-strobe
• Outdoor models: horn, horn-strobe (shown)

Horns
• High/low dB output
• 520 Hz models meet NFPA 720
• Coded or non-coded operation
• Independent horn control over a single pair of wires
• Wall models: temporal horn, steady horn, horn-strobe
• Ceiling models: horn-strobe (shown)

Speakers
• Four selectable wattage taps
• 520 Hz models meet NFPA 720
• Wall models: speaker, speaker-strobe (shown)
• Ceiling models: speaker, speaker-strobe
• Outdoor models: fire alarm and mass notification 

speaker, speaker-strobe (shown)

Chimes
• High/low dB output
• Temporal output or 60 strokes per minute
• Coded or non-coded operation
• Wall models: chime, chime-strobe (shown)

A complete line engineered to deliver 
innovative features and superb output.

Ceiling models 
are suitable and 
fully listed for wall 
mount applications.
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Contact us...

Email: edwards.fire@fs.utc.com
Web: Edwards-fire.com

EDWARDS is a UTC brand.
1016 Corporate Park Drive 
Mebane, NC 27302
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EDWARDS Strategic Partners: 

Innovation, leadership,  
and a rich tradition of excellence...
Whether EDWARDS life safety systems are protecting the lives and livelihoods 

of the people who make businesses run, or the lives entrusted to the care of 

public institutions; whether they’re charged with protecting the guests of the 

world’s finest hotels, or preserving irreplaceable artifacts that bring history to life; 

EDWARDS stands alone as the brand closely associated with some of the most 

important and far-reaching developments in the life safety industry today.

Our strength is in our Strategic Partners — the people and organizations 

we entrust with the technology that has charted the course of life safety protec-

tion for decades. Strategic Partners are not middlemen or go-betweens. They 

are independent contractors who add value to the EDWARDS life safety solution. 

As insiders, they enjoy exclusive access to products, custom design innovations, 

and factory training. Yet as successful independent contractors, they are adept 

at ensuring that each submittal is strong and competitive, and that each bid is 

locally relevant to your installation. As local businesses they not only have to earn 

your trust — they have to keep it.

Together these strengths set EDWARDS installations apart, and have 

earned this brand a special place among life safety and security solutions avail-

able today. Perhaps that’s why many of the world’s most cherished landmarks 

are protected by EDWARDS products. From the Bibliotheca Alexandrina Muse-

um in Egypt, to the modern-day sphinx at the Luxor Hotel in Las Vegas, profes-

sionals who design, own and occupy the world’s most impressive structures 

have chosen the EDWARDS solution.

See what’s possible now...

Contact your EDWARDS Strategic Partner today!
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